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GROUPS WITH COMPLETELY REDUCIBLE
REGULAR REPRESENTATION

LARRY BAGGETT1 AND KEITH TAYLOR2

Abstract. Several examples are constructed of connected Lie groups with

completely reducible regular representation. An example is given in each of

the following classes: (i) solvable, (ii) amenable, nonsolvable, (iii)

nonamenable and (iv) non-Type I. It is also shown by example that G

having a completely reducible regular representation does not imply that

A(G) = B0(G) while the reverse implication is known for separable groups

(see [2] and [6]).

1. Introduction. This note deals with the class of locally compact groups, G,

with completely reducible (right) regular representation, RG. That is, RG is

unitarily equivalent to 2 © ira, where each ira is an irreducible unitary

representation of G. The main purpose is to show by example that this class is

very diverse in other properties commonly studied. Such examples could

prove to be useful since some aspects of harmonic analysis simplify on such

groups. This is illustrated by KhaliPs work on the "ax + ¿»"-group (example

(i) below) in [7].

For a locally compact group G, let A(G) and 77(G) be the Fourier and

Fourier-Stieltjes (resp.) algebras of G (see [5] for definitions and properties).

Let B0(G) = B(G) n C0(G). The inclusion, A(G) C 7J0(G), always holds

and usually is a strict containment as shown by the following theorem, which

was proven for separable unimodular groups by Figà-Talamanca, [6], and for

general separable groups by the authors, [2].

1.1 Let G be a separable locally compact group. If B0(G) = A(G), then RG

is completely reducible.

There has been some, unpublished, speculation that the converse of 1.1 is

also true. In §3 a counterexample is presented based on example (iii) of §2.

An element of B0(G3) which is not in A (G3) is constructed, where G3 refers to

example (iii), a group with completely reducible regular representation. It

may be that the converse of 1.1 holds for a restricted class of groups, such as

unimodular groups.

The examples are presented in §2. They are all connected, nonunimodular

Lie groups. Several examples of totally disconnected unimodular groups with

completely reducible regular representation are known. There is the group of

Fell (see [1]), the construction of which has been generalized in various ways
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by Mauceri and Picardello [9]. These totally disconnected examples, together

with the "ax + ¿»"-group, motivated the present authors to search for addi-

tional connected examples. A non-Type I group with completely reducible

regular representation, actually a whole family of such, is construct-

ed by Blackadar in [4]. Again, these groups are totally disconnected while

example (iv) below is connected.

All of the examples of §2 are semidirect product groups on which the

Mackey induction procedure is easily applied. For the convenience of the

reader a general framework that includes all of the examples is described

below.

Let G = N ® K be the semidirect product of a vector group A and

connected locally compact group K, where a is the homomorphism of K into

the group of automorphism of A. Let A denote the dual group of A, it is also

a vector group of the same dimension as A. Let ä denote the action of K on

A,

(ä(k)y)(n) = y(a(k)n),   for y E Â, « E N and k E K.

For each g E G, let g act on Â via, y -» y • g where

yg{n) = y(gng~x),    for n EN.

Then («, k) E G satisfies,

y • («, k) = á (k)y,   for all y £ A.

For each y £ Â, let A^ = {k E K: ä(k)y = y}. This is the stability group of

y for the action ä and it is a closed subgroup of K. Identify A and K with

their corresponding subgroups of G and let

Hy = NKy = {gEG:yg = y}.

The formula for an induced representation that is used below is given in [2]

and it follows directly from this formula that

ind#(y) = y*®(7<*ro,7))

where y* is the extension of y to Hy defined by y*(nk) = y(n) and q is the

quotient map of 77y onto K, - Hy/N. The regular representation of K, is

denoted R **.

1.2 The map <b -» ind£ (y* <8> (d> ° q)) is a one-to-one map of Ky into G.

(We abuse notation by using the same symbol for an irreducible repre-

sentation and its equivalence class.)

1.3 If y, and y2 lie on the same orbit in A (that is, there is a g E G with

Vi " g - Y¿)> then ind£(y,) is unitary equivalent to ind^yj).

RG = ind£7x" = indGJf.® y op(y))

= r©(ind£(y))ap(y), (1.4)
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where u is Lebesgue measure on Ñ and equality really means unitary

equivalence.

Each of the examples in §2 has the following two properties.

(a) If Q = {0: 0 is an orbit in Ñ and ju(0) > 0}, then p(N - U eeßO) =
0. That is, except for a G-invariant null set, all the orbits in Ñ have positive

measure.

If property (a) holds then the orbits in Q must be countable so write

Q = (0,, 02,...,}. For each /, fix a y, E 0, and let K¡ = Ä^.

(b) For each /, the regular representation of K¡ is completely reducible.

Write R*< = Ij 0 <f>/, for {</>/} C K¡.
When G has properties (a) and (b) and with 77, = NK¡ and q¡ the quotient

map of 77, onto K¡ one has

RG = [.®(indG(y))dp(y)
■'TV

-2©/©H/v(y))4*(y)

= 2©K„(ind£(y,.))
i

= N0(Se(md«(ind^(y,))))

-^2 ©(*<(*•»(** •*,))))

= «o( 2 © ( 2 © Ms,(y* «si (*; • «,)))))

= «oÍ2©ü
^ 'V '

where o,v = ind^(y* ® (4>j ° q,)) which is an irreducible representation of G

for each / and y in the appropriate index set. Thus RG is completely reducible

if G satisfies properties (a) and (b).

2. The examples, (i) This is the well-known "ax + ¿"-group. Let N = R

and K = R+, the multiplicative positive reals. Let a be given by a(a)b = ab,

fora E K and b E vV. Let G, = tV @ AT.

There are two orbits of positive measure in N, which is identified with R;

they are,

0, = {t:t >0)   and   02 - {/: t < 0).

For each /E0,u02, Kt = {1}. Therefore properties (a) and (b) of the

introduction are satisfied and RG' is completely reducible. The usual notation

is tt+ denotes the irreducible representation obtained by inducing an element

of 0, while tt _ is that obtained from an element of 02. Then
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RG' = H0(ir+ @ir_).

It is easy to repeat the above construction in higher dimensions to produce

an infinite number of solvable groups with completely reducible regular

representations. The next two examples are nonsolvable. Example (ii) is

amenable while (iii) is not.

(ii) Let A = R3 and K = R+ X 50(3), with a defined by

a(a, Af )x = a(Mx),   for (a, M) E K and x £ A,

where Afx denotes the ordinary action of the matrix M on the column vector

x. Let G2 = N @ K. There is just one nontrivial orbit 0 in A and for any

y E 0, the stability group K, is isomorphic to the circle group. Since K, is

compact, R** is completely reducible so (a) and (b) are satisfied. Thus, 7?°2 is

completely reducible.

(iii) This example is the setting for the constructions of §3.

Let A = R2, K = GL(2, R)+, the group of 2 x 2 real matrices with positive

determinant. For M E K, let a(Af )x = Afx, for all column vectors x E R2 =

N. Let G3 = N@K.

Identifying Â with R2 and considering y £ A as a column vector as well,

&(M)y = Af Ty, for Af E AT where AfT is the transpose of Af. Again, there is

just one nontrivial orbit 0 in Â so property (a) is satisfied. To check (b), fix

y = (,) E 0, then

*>-{(o î)= •«■*.*«■}•

This is one of the common realizations of "ax + ¿»"-group and is easily seen

to be isomorphic to Gx. With the notation of example (i).

R^ = H0(ir+ 07T_).

So

RG} = N0(a+ ©0_),   where a± = ind^(y* <8> (ir± ° a))

in the notation of the Introduction.

One can represent SL(2, R) as a homomorphic image of G3; so G3 is not

amenable. However it is possible to show that G3 is Type I, as are Gx and G2.

This next example is non-Type I.

(iv) Let N = R5 and K be the group of all matrices of the form,

cos t
— sin t

0
0

sin/ 0               0 0
cosr 0               0 0

0 cos 2ttí sin 27ir 0  t
0 - sin 2tt/ cos 277/ 0

u2 u3              u4 e'

where r, w,, u2, u3, u4 E R. For Af E K and x E A, let a(Af)x = Afx. Then
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ä(M)y = Af Ty for all y £ A. Let G4 = A @ K. This is a 10-dimensional

solvable Lie group.

There are two nonnull orbits in A,

0, = (y £ Â:y5 > 0}    and    02 = {y £ Â: y5 < 0}.

Clearly Â - (0, u 02) has Lebesgue measure zero so (a) is satisfied by G4.

For any y £ (0j u 02), K, is the trivial group so (b) is satisfied as well. Thus

7?G' is completely reducible. In fact,

RG< = K0(o, © o2),

where o¡ is obtained from an element of 0, (/ = 1, 2) as described in the

introduction.

Let L be the following closed normal subgroup of G4 consisting of elements

of the form («, Af ), where « = (0, 0, 0, 0, x5) and

A/ =

10 0 0 0
0 10 0 0
0 0 10 0
0     0     0      10
U, U-, Ux        Ua 1

L is isomorphic to R5 and GJL is isomorphic to the so called Mautner group

which is non-Type I. Thus G4 is not Type I.

3. A(G3) ¥= B0(G3). In this section an element of B0(G3) is constructed

which is not in A(G3). Thus the converse of 1.1 is false even for connected

groups. Recall the notation of example (iii).

A = R2,   K - GL(2, R)+,    G3 = A ® K,

y = I ° ) E Ñ,    that is, y(x) = eix\

*,-{(*    »):„e»*,»ER}.

Let 77 = AA^ (where convenient A and K will be identified with the corre-

sponding subgroup of G3). Then 77= {g £ G3: y • g = y}. Letting 1 stand

for the trivial representation of Â^ put x = Y* ® (1 ° 4), where q is the

quotient map of 77 into Ky. (Any element of 7C, except for ir+ or tt_ could be

used instead of 1.) Then, Ux = ind£3(x) is an element of G3 and Ux is

disjoint from R G> by 1.2.

It is necessary to have an explicit formula for Ux. Of the several equivalent

ways in defining induced representations we are using the formula presented

in [2]. Then Ux is a representation on L2(0, p), where 0 = R2 - {0}, the

orbit of y in A and p is Haar measure on R2. Let p: 0 -> G3 be a regular

Borel cross-section. That is, p(yg) E Hg for each g £ G3, p is a Borel

mapping, and for each compact set A C Q,p(A) is precompact in G3. See [8,

Lemma 1.1].
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For g = (x, M) E G3, let d(g) = det(M). Then, for / E L2(6,p), g E G3

and X E 0,

U*f{\) = d(g)x/2f(\ ■ g)x{pWglP(x-g)n-

Let us fix/as the characteristic function of the cube C = (0, 1] X (0, 1]. Let

t(g) = (V*f\f), for all g E G3. Then $ £ 77(G3) by definition of B(G3) but t/>
is not element of ^4(G3). For, if u^ were in A(G3), then there would be a

n E L2(G3) with

uV(g) = (Z^SiIti),    for all   gEG3.

Then, [/x would be unitarily equivalent to the restriction of R °3 to the cyclic

subspace of L2(G3) spanned by tj, which is not true.

It will be shown that \p vanishes at infinity; hence, \p E B0(G3) — A(G3) as

desired.
Let <b(M) = det(M)x/2p[(MT)~xC n C], for M E GL(2, R)+. The

following lemma is essential in showing that i/< vanishes at infinity.

3.1 Lemma. ¿> vanishes at infinity on GL(2, R)+.

Proof. Let e > 0 be given. Then

\<b(M)\ < min{det(M)1/2,det(Af)_1/2} < e,

if det(A7) is outside of [e2, 1/c2]. Suppose det(.M) lies in this compact

interval. Let M0 = (det(M)~x^2M), then M0 E SL(2, R). Write (MJ)"1 =

RU, where R is a rotation matrix and U is of the form (£ x/a), for a E R+ and

b ER. Then (MT)~X is the rotation by R of the parallelogram, P, determined

by

det(M)-x'\xb/a)   and   de^A/)-/2^).

Clearly p((MT)~xC n C) < p(P n C). Since det(M)"1/2 < 1/e a simple

geometric argument shows that there is a compact subset, D, of R+ X R such

that /i(F n C) < e2 whenever M E GL(2, R)+ is such that det(M) E

[e2, 1/e2] and (a, b) is outside D. Let Ü be the set of all matrices of the form

((dRUyy1, where d E [e2, 1/e2], R is a rotation matrix and U = (g ,/*) for

(a, 6) E Z>. Then ñ is a compact subset of GL(2, R)+ and \<b(M)\ < e, if

M E GL(2, R)+ - Í2.

3.2 Proposition. ^ E B0(G3) - A(G3).

Proof. It is necessary to show that \p vanishes at infinity. Let e > 0 be

given. Write a general element g of G3 as (x, M) for x E R2 and M E

GL(2, R)+. Then
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\H8)\=\fuxf(\)f(\)dX

= I (d(g)l/2f(X ■ g)f(,\)x(pWg[p{xs)]-<) dX

<fed(g)l/2\f(X-g)f(X)\dX

= det(Af),/2p[C-g-'n C]

= det(Af)1/2p[(AfT)_1C n C] = ¿>(Af).

By 3.1, there is a compact set ß E GL(2, R)+, such that |^(g)| < £ if

g = (x, Af) and Af E GL(2, R)+ - ß. To deal with the variable x, note that

yp(X) = A, by definition of p, and

x(p(À)g[p(A -g)]   ')= (y•p(A))(x)x(,(A)(o,M)[/,(A.g)r')

= X(p(\)(x,i)p(\yí)(p(\mM)[p(\g)]~l)

■ Kx)x(p(\)(o,M)[p(\g)V')-

Fix Af £ ß and let

FM(X) = det(A/),/2/(A •g)/(A)x(,(A)(o,M)UA.g)]->

Note that A • g = Af TA so FM is independent of x. Considering FM as an

element of L'(R2),

|*(x, M)\ = |FW (x)| = | fFM (A)A(x) o-A .

The Fourier transform, FM vanishes at infinity by the usual Riemann-Le-

besgue lemma. Hence, there is a compact set Au in R2 such that

|«Kx, Af )| < e/2,    ifxER2-AM.

The map Af -» FM is clearly continuous from GL(2, R)+ into L'(R2) and

FM —> FM is continuous from L'(R2) into C0(R2). Therefore, there is a

uniform compact set A ç R2 such that

|*(x, Af )| < e,    if g = (x, Af) E G3 - (A X ß).

Thus t// vanishes at infinity.
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